INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Accurate quantification of modified nucleosides at high sensitivity has become a pressing problem, as increasing evidence suggests widespread, if not ubiquitous occurrence of nucleoside modifications in RNA. While earlier studies focused on abundant species such as rRNA and tRNA ([@B1],[@B2]), it has recently become clear that modifications in mRNA and low abundant ncRNA hold a high potential for regulation of gene expression ([@B3]--[@B7]). In addition, RNA modifications appear no longer as mere concrete-cast equipment to chemically enhance the performance of components of the translation system. Instead, a notion of dynamics has entered the field, as the modification patterns of tRNA populations were found to vary as a function of various types of stress ([@B8]). Modifications in mRNA can actually be removed as well as added, a concept assimilated from the related field of DNA modifications, along with a connection to epigenetic phenomena ([@B9],[@B10]).

While early studies occasionally noticed incomplete modification at a given position ([@B11],[@B12]), occurrence of modified nucleosides was essentially treated in a binary yes/no perspective. The exciting recent developments call for methods to determine the modification yield in a given RNA with more precision. Assuming a single species, e.g. a tRNA isoacceptor or an rRNA ([@B13]), can be isolated in sufficient purity, established protocols for the determination of nucleoside modifications make quantification of modifications in relative, or even absolute terms appear straightforward at first glance. The most advanced approach that conserves sequence information relies on liquid chromatography--mass spectrometry (LC--MS) analysis of fragments obtained from complete hydrolysis by RNase T1 ([@B14]--[@B16]), but the sensitivity of this technique is currently lagging behind nucleoside quantification by several orders of magnitude. Other standard protocols for quantification include digestion of the RNA sample to monomers, which are measured after separation by chromatography. Most importantly for the problem at hand, i.e. for accurate quantification, the signal obtained for each individual modification (or nucleotide) must be correlated to the corresponding amount of substance. In the optimal dynamic range, this correlation is linear and therefore affected by simple multiplication with a response factor (RF). The robustness of response factors depends on a variety of aspects, and this is, in essence, what this entire paper is concerned with.

For example, early methods employed *in vivo* labeling of RNA, e.g. by cell culture in the presence of ^32^P. In experiments including complete digestion to mononucleotides, the latter can be separated by two-dimensional thin layer chromatography, and quantified after exposure to phosphoimager screens ([@B12]). Provided the label is evenly spread throughout the nucleoside-triphosphate (NTP) pool of the cell, this method yields an identical response factor for every nucleotide (modification), although absolute amounts of substance cannot be determined.

Quantification methods that eschew the use of radioactivity may be based on UV-absorption for quantification. Digestion to nucleosides is followed by separation on an RP-18 HPLC column, and detection relies on a UV detector, typically at 254 nm. As depicted in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, quantification is based on Lambert Beer\'s law, which invokes the extinction coefficient *ϵ* to account for differential detection efficiency of various nucleosides. Extinction coefficients are only mildly dependent on solvent and pH, and therefore variations of extinction-based response factors in a freshly calibrated system are minimal. These are prototypes of robust response factors, and are typically obtained by external calibration, i.e. from a dilution series of known amounts of substance for each given nucleoside. However, there is an intrinsic lower limit to the detection of nucleosides somewhere in the single-digit picomole range, which makes it unsuitable for most of the current pressing problems in the field. Currently, most sensitive and accurate quantification methods rely on mass spectrometry. LC--MS/MS techniques using triple quadrupole-based detection allow limits of quantification in the low femtomole range ([@B17],[@B18]). However, compared to UV-based quantification, response factors in MS are considerably less robust. The left side of Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} outlines the difficulties for quantification with MS/MS systems for which we suggest a solution in this paper. Parameters that affect the response factors fall into three categories, namely (i) instrumental parameters, (ii) sample parameters and (iii) physicochemical parameters of the analyte/solvent system. A point in case is the recent report by the Limbach group, in which the reproducibility of modified nucleoside quantification by LC--UV/MS in four replicative measurements has been analyzed. For MS detection, the average percentage of relative standard deviation (RSD) in peak areas measured for the ions was 5.9%. RSD variability in MS peak areas in this study ranged from 1.0 to 12.4% ([@B16]).

![Correlation of absolute analyte amount and signal intensity using UV and MS/MS measurements. As an example, an oligomer with equimolar amounts of each depicted nucleoside is digested and separated by column chromatography. The chromatograms above (UV) and below (MS/MS) represent the effect of the response factors on the signal intensities. The UV signal is essentially dependent on only the absorption coefficient *ϵ*, which is mildly dependent on solvent composition and pH. The MS/MS signal is subject to significant and varying influence by several physicochemical properties, sample parameters and instrumental parameters that cannot be assessed in one generally applicable parameter (legend: V, volt; R~t~, retention time; A, ampere; eV, electron volt; Q1(2), quadrupol1(2) and CC/collision cell).](gku733fig1){#F1}

Current analytical tasks in the field include, e.g. comparative quantification of modifications among several samples ([@B8],[@B19],[@B20]), absolute quantification of modifications in a mixture of RNA species, and quantification of the relative occupancy of modifications in a pure RNA species. In the latter two, the modification yield is typically given in moles modification per mole parent nucleoside ([@B21]) or moles tRNA ([@B22]), which necessitates to relate the sample signal to an absolute amount. This, in turn, requires calibration with standard solutions obtained from weighable amounts of material, and is typically performed as external calibration ([@B23]) or spike-in measurements ([@B24]). Since we have repeatedly encountered inconsistent results with these techniques we turned to the use of an internal standard (IS). Although single nucleoside species have been used as general IS for all modifications in a given sample ([@B19],[@B25]), we maintain that accurate response factors can only derive from isotopomers for each specific modification ([@B26]), obtained by stable isotope labeling (SIL) ([@B27]--[@B29]). The Carell laboratory has recently published impressive quantification results ([@B30],[@B31]) based on a series of isotope-labeled internal standards obtained by means of synthetic organic chemistry. By this approach, determination of absolute substance amounts in samples is possible because the isotopomers are available in quantities sufficient for accurate weighing. However, each compound represents a significant amount of synthetic work, and availability is limited by synthetic routes to the target compounds. For nucleoside modifications naturally occurring in RNA, this is a serious problem, since they occur in great chemical diversity. For example, several dozens of different modifications are present in *E. coli* ([@B20],[@B32]), and synthesis of an SIL-IS for every single one of these constitutes an obvious limitation for most of the laboratories.

As a fast and experimentally straightforward solution to this problem, we present a strategy for the generation, validation and application of a comprehensive SIL-IS, which encompasses all relevant modifications occurring in a given organism, here in *Escherichia coli*. The labeled nucleoside standards were isolated from cultures raised in the medium containing ^13^C glucose as the only carbon source. A digestion to nucleosides generates a mixture of labeled nucleosides which can be used for the relative comparison of two samples without further calibration effort. To allow for absolute quantification in addition, the initially unknown amounts of the various modifications in the SIL-IS mixture were determined and validated *via* a combination of external calibration, internal standard and spike-in methods. This accounts for variations of instrumental parameters, physicochemical parameters, and in particular of sample parameters. Consequently, the method allows, in addition to comparison of the relative modification content of related samples, an absolute quantification, limited to those nucleosides available in weighable quantities. The method also extends the linear dynamic range for quantification by two orders of magnitude by equalizing ion suppression effects due to saturation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Preparation of internal standard {#SEC2-1}
--------------------------------

### Growth of *E. coli* in ^13^C glucose medium and isolation of total RNA {#SEC2-1-1}

*Escherichia coli* (strain MC4100) was grown in M9 medium (2 mM MgSO~4~, 0.1 mM CaCl~2~, 0.4% glucose, 6.8 g/l Na~2~HPO~4~, 3 g/l KH~2~PO~4~, 0.5 g/l NaCl and 1 g/l NH~4~Cl). The medium contained ^13^C-glucose (all carbons exchanged for ^13^C, from Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany) as the only carbon source for complete ^13^C labeling of RNAs. The growth of the cultures was monitored, and cells were harvested at an OD~600~ of 1.8 by centrifugation. RNA was isolated using TRI-reagent and the included RNA isolation manual (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany). All other chemicals needed for isolation were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany.

For the preparation of SIL-IS, the concentration of precipitated RNA was measured *via* Nanodrop-ND-2000 (Peqlab, Erlangen, Germany). The RNA was then digested into nucleosides using the following protocol.

Five hundred micrograms RNA (final concentration 1 μg/μl) was incubated at 37°C for 2 h in the presence of 20 U nuclease P1 (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany), 1/10 volume of 10× nuclease P1 buffer (0.2 M NH~4~OAc pH 5.0, ZnCl~2~ 0.2 mM) and 5 U snake venom phosphodiesterase (Worthington, Lakewood, USA). After addition of 1/10 volume of 10× fast alkaline phosphatase buffer (Fermentas, St Leon-Roth, Germany) and 15 U fast alkaline phosphatase (Fermentas, St Leon-Roth, Germany), the digest was incubated for 1 h at 37°C and adjusted by adding pure water to a final concentration of 0.1 μg/μl.

Following our standard operating procedure 1/10 volume of the 10× concentrated SIL-IS is added to the samples. In 10 μl, which is the ideal injection volume, 100 ng *E. coli*^13^C RNA digest is being injected.

Procedure for LC--MS/MS measurements {#SEC2-2}
------------------------------------

The samples were analyzed on an Agilent 1260 series equipped with a diode array detector (DAD) and Triple Quadrupole mass spectrometer Agilent 6460. A Synergy Fusion RP column (4 μm particle size, 80 Å pore size, 250 mm length, 2 mm inner diameter) from Phenomenex (Aschaffenburg, Germany) was used at 35°C. The solvents consisted of 5 mM ammonium acetate buffer adjusted to pH 5.3 using acetic acid (solvent A) and pure acetonitrile (solvent B). The elution started with 100% solvent A followed by a linear gradient to 8% solvent B at 10 min and 40% solvent B after 20 min. Initial conditions were regenerated by rinsing with 100% solvent A for 10 min. The flow rate was 0.35 ml/min. The effluent from the column was first measured photometrical at 254 nm by the DAD followed by the mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray (ESI) ion source (Agilent Jet Stream). ESI parameters were as follows: gas temperature 300°C, gas flow 5 l/min, nebulizer pressure 35 psi, sheath gas temperature 350°C, sheath gas flow 12 l/min, capillary voltage 3500 V. The MS was operated in the positive ion mode using Agilent MassHunter software in the dynamic MRM (multiple reaction monitoring) mode. Nucleoside modifications were identified by a combination of retention time and fragmentation pattern, which included the loss of a ribose or methylated ribose in most cases, except for pseudouridine which was identified by its particular fragmentation in addition to its retention time. The monitored mass transitions, instrument settings and retention time windows can be seen in Supplementary Table S1.

Preparation of calibration solutions with and without SIL-IS {#SEC2-3}
------------------------------------------------------------

Synthetic modified nucleosides for preparation of calibration solutions were purchased from: Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany: cytidine (C), uridine (U), guanosine (G), adenosine (A), 5-methylcytidine (m^5^C), 2′-O-methylcytidine (Cm), 4-thiouridine (s^4^U), 5-methyl-2-thiouridine (m^5^s^2^U), 7-methylguanosine (m^7^G), 2′-O-methyladenosine (Am), 1-methyladenosine (m^1^A). 6-Dimethyladenosine (m^6^~2~A) and inosine (I); Berry&Associates, Dexter, MI, USA: 5-methyluridine (m^5^U), pseudouridine (Ψ), 2′-O-methyluridine (Um) and 2′-O-methylguanosine (Gm). 6-Methyladenosine (m^6^A) was a gift from Glenn Björk. Each nucleoside powder was weighed into a clean tube (5--10 mg per nucleoside) and dissolved in pure water to reach a final concentration of 10 mM. The nucleosides were then mixed in a 100 μM solution (major nucleosides final concentration in the mix: 1000 μM). This calibration mix stock solution was then used to prepare 15 calibration solutions in the range of 1 pM (1 amol/μl) to 10 μM (100 pmol/μl). Two sets of these calibration solutions were prepared, either containing 10% of the prepared ^13^C SIL-IS or not. The solutions were then analyzed as described and the measurements repeated after 1, 2, 4, 10 and 12 weeks to assess the methods reproducibility. In between measurements, the calibration solutions were stored at −20°C.

TruB conversion of *S. cerevisiae* tRNA^Phe^ and quantification of turnover efficiency {#SEC2-4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

tRNA^Phe^ from yeast was produced by *in vitro* transcription ([@B33]) and incubated with recombinant TruB ([@B34]) in MST 1× buffer (20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 60 mM KCl, 0.02% Tween-20 at 80°C for 70 min). For release of the RNA from the enzyme, the reaction mixture was boiled for 10 min at 95°C and subsequently dissolved in 20 mM NH~4~OAc pH 5.3. The samples were incubated for 2 h at 70°C in the presence of 0.0003 U nuclease P1 (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) per 10 pmol RNA, which leads to a complete degradation to mononucleotides. Snake venom phosphodiesterase (Worthington, Lakewood, USA) was then added to a concentration of 0.06 U per 100 μg RNA, and the mixture was incubated at 37°C for another 1 h. Finally, to convert the resulting mixture of mononucleotides to free nucleosides, 1/10 volume of 10× FastAP buffer (Fermentas, St Leon-Roth, Germany) was added, followed by 3/20 volume of H~2~O, and 1 U of FastAP Thermosensitive Alkaline Phosphatase (FastAP stock at 1 U/μl; from Fermentas, St Leon-Roth, Germany). The mixture was incubated for 1 h at 37°C and divided into two aliquots. One aliquot was spiked with 100 fmol pseudouridine, whereas the other was spiked with pure water, prior to adding 10 vol% of SIL-IS and subjecting the samples to LC-MS/MS analysis.

Preparation of ribosomal RNA fragments {#SEC2-5}
--------------------------------------

18S ribosomal RNA from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* was isolated from strains BY4741 (WT1) and strain XYZ (WT2) from EUROSCARF (<http://web.uni-frankfurt.de/fb15/mikro/euroscarf/>). Isolation of polysomes and rRNA fragment preparation by mung bean nuclease protection method and rRNA digestion were performed as described previously ([@B35]). Ten vol% SIL-IS were added to both samples and analyzed by LC--MS/MS. For relative quantification, each nucleoside MS signal was first divided by the signal of its corresponding isotopomer and subsequently by the UV-signal sum of the four canonical nucleosides to account for differences in the injected sample amounts. The ratio of WT1 to WT2 displays the fold change in the modification level. Absolute quantification was achieved by using the established relative response factors as described in the 'Results' section.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Quantification with external standard calibration {#SEC3-1}
-------------------------------------------------

To establish a relation between the MS signal from an LC-MS run and an absolute amount of substance, external calibration of 10 modified nucleosides, available in weighable quantities, was performed. Solutions of defined concentrations, and dilutions of each of these nucleoside solutions were prepared in the range of 1 amol/μl--10 pmol/μl, as described in the 'Materials and Methods' section. The solutions were analyzed with a dynamic MRM (dMRM) method (mass transitions and retention time windows are listed in Supplementary Table S1). In contrast to our rather generic neutral loss scan (NLS) method previously reported ([@B20]), individual modifications were now specifically addressed by their retention time and mass transitions. Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows the limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) using the dMRM method, and, in comparison, the LOQs of our recently published NLS method ([@B20]). As expected, the LODs are significantly lower when individual nucleosides are monitored under optimized fragmentation conditions (dMRM), compared to NLS where all possible molecules are detected by scanning for a ribose loss. Among all 10 analyzed nucleosides, pseudouridine has the highest LOD and LOQ with 10 and 20 fmol, respectively. All other nucleosides can be detected in the single-digit femtomole range or slightly better. The best detectable nucleoside is 7-methylguanosine with an LOD of 10 amol and an LOQ of only 50 amol. These values for LODs and LOQs clearly demonstrate that the analytical method is, in principle, suitable for highly sensitive detection of modified nucleosides in low abundant RNA species. Several additional modifications from total tRNA digests (*E. coli* or *S. cerevisiae*), namely dihydrouridine (D), 3-methylcytidine (m^3^C), 2-methyladenosine (m^2^A), 1-methylguanosine (m^1^G) and 2-methylguanosine (m^2^G), could also be detected by the dMRM method. However, in the absence of weighable amounts of pure substance, no external calibration is possible to ultimately relate the corresponding LC--MS signal to an absolute amount. Thus, by external calibration, we can compare the content of these species such as D, m^3^C, m^2^A, m^1^G and m^2^G among several samples, but their absolute amounts cannot be determined and sample parameters (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) cannot be accounted for. The method developed thus far, can also not account for instrumental parameter variations occurring over time. For example, we noticed that, when measuring series of large sample numbers (typically \>20), the external calibration tended to become unstable especially in the lower concentration range and had to be repeated between samples (data not shown).

###### Limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) for 10 modified nucleosides by a dMRM method

                                    Current method dMRM   NLS method ([@B20])   
  ---------------------- ---------- --------------------- --------------------- -----
  Pseudouridine          Ψ          10                    20                    100
  5-Methyluridine        m^5^U      10                    20                    10
  Inosine                I          2                     5                     10
  5-Methylcytidine       m^5^C      1                     2                     10
  6-Dimethyladenosine    m^6^~2~A   1                     2                     10
  2′-O-Methylguanosine   Gm         0.5                   1                     10
  2-Methylguanosine      m^2^G      0.5                   1                     10
  2′-O-Methylcytidine    Cm         0.2                   0.5                   10
  1-methyladenosine      m^1^A      0.1                   0.5                   100
  2′-O-Methyladenosine   Am         0.1                   0.5                   10
  7-Methylguanosine      m^7^G      0.01                  0.05                  100

LOD values previously obtained ([@B20]) in a neutral loss scan are given for comparison.

Furthermore, we noticed that results obtained from biological samples strongly depended on the RNA isolation protocol, and measurements had to be confirmed by spiking known amounts of substance into the sample run. However, a significant drawback of spiking is that a one-time spike in experiment suffers from inherent imprecision, while a multi-point calibration consumes multiple aliquots of sample. Thus, inspired by recent developments in the Carell laboratory ([@B27],[@B30]), we turned our attention developing SIL-IS methods.

Development of an internal standard (SIL-IS) {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------------------

To obtain a maximum number of isotope-labeled modified nucleosides within a minimum amount of time, we adopted methods from the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) field ([@B36]--[@B38]), where quantitative labeling of nucleosides is commonly performed by feeding bacterial cultures with metabolites containing the isotope of choice. Stable ^13^C isotope-labeled internal standards (SIL-IS) were obtained from *E. coli* cultures grown with ^13^C-labeled glucose as the sole carbon source. The RNA was extracted and digested to the nucleoside level as outlined in detail in the 'Materials and Methods' section, to yield a mixture of ^13^C-labeled nucleosides. Mass spectrometric scanning of this mixture by LC--MS/MS revealed an increase in the *m*/*z* ratio of each nucleoside that corresponds precisely to the numbers of carbon atoms in the respective structure. The example of Am is detailed in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, where the mass spectrum of the unlabeled nucleoside shows an \[M+H\]^+^ peak of 282.2, and a typical isotope peak at 283.2, reflecting the 1.1% natural occurrence of ^13^C. In the mass spectrum of the ^13^C-labeled compound, the \[M+H\]^+^ signal is increased by 11 units, corresponding exactly to the number of carbons in the structure. A small isotope peak at 292.2 reflects a minute fraction of ∼1% ^12^C atoms still present, corresponding to a labeling efficiency of 99%.

![Determination of response factors by usage of commercial Am and ^13^C Am from SIL-IS. (**A**) MS spectrum of unlabeled 2′-O-methyladenosine (Am) (left) and ^13^C-labeled Am (right). (**B**) Upper left: calibration measurements of commercially available, unlabeled Am. At high substance amounts, a flattening of the calibration curve due to saturation effects is highlighted in gray. Below, the signal intensity for constant amounts of ^13^C-labeled Am in the presence of increasing unlabeled Am amounts is shown. Here, the drop in signal intensity due to saturation can also be observed in the gray area. Right: By division of corresponding MS signals of unlabeled and ^13^C labeled Am, the NIF is received and a dynamic calibration curve can be plotted. The slope of the linear fit represents the relative response factor for Am = rRFN (Am).](gku733fig2){#F2}

The digested ^13^C RNA nucleoside mixture was then used as an SIL-IS for quantification of corresponding, unlabeled nucleosides. This includes the precise addition of SIL-IS to samples in a well-defined ratio, e.g. 10% in our case. The correspondingly adapted dMRM method includes simultaneous measurements of the coeluting sample ^12^C-isotopomers and the SIL-IS ^13^C-isotopomers for each nucleoside modification, whose ratios will be henceforth called nucleoside-isotope factor (NIF**).** Since labeled and unlabeled nucleosides have identical physicochemical properties, the influence of instrumental, physicochemical and sample parameters (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), including in particular contaminations that may suppress ionization, affect detection of both species equally strong, i.e. the NIF is unaffected. Therefore, the relative nucleoside content of two samples is easily accessible *via* normalization to the ^13^C-isotopomer signal.

More importantly, this method allows precise backtracking of absolute amounts of each modification in the sample, provided the amount of the modification in the SIL-IS mixture is known, or the NIF can otherwise be related to absolute amounts. Therefore, a thorough characterization of the NIF for each modified nucleoside was the logical next step.

Absolute quantification by combination of external and internal standard calibration {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To relate the modification content of the SIL-IS preparation to absolute amounts of substance, a correlation to weighed samples needed to be established. We exploited that ^13^C-isotopomers can be measured side-by-side with the ^12^C-isotopomers in calibration solutions by preparing serial dilutions of an all-in-one mixture of the weighed nucleosides, which were then supplemented with 10% of the SILS-IS preparation. The dilutions thus contained increasing amounts of the ^12^C-isotopomer nucleosides but constant amounts of ^13^C-isotopomer nucleosides, and were analyzed using the dMRM method adapted to side-by-side detection of ^12^C- and ^13^C-nucleosides. The nucleoside peaks were integrated for the external standard and the SIL-IS signal, and the ratio of the resulting areas used to calculate a separate NIF value for each dilution measurement. Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows one exemplary set of results for Am. The upper left part of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the calibration curve obtained by plotting the peak area to the amount of injected, unlabeled Am has a sigmoid shape. The curve displays a linear dynamic range extending over four orders of magnitude, which is delimited in the LOD/LOQ range (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) at the lower end, and by saturation of the MS at the upper end (1--10 pmol of analyte; gray in Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This kind of calibration curve was obtained for all analyzed nucleosides.

Despite constant amounts of SIL-IS in all dilutions, decreased peak areas (gray areas in Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) were observed for ^13^C-derived signals to an identical extent as for ^12^C-derived signals at high analyte concentrations, presumably caused by ion suppression due to high concurrent amounts of unlabeled nucleoside. Since the effect equally affects both types of isotopomers, it is cancelled out in the NIF and a plot of NIF values shows a linear increase over six orders of magnitude, effectively extending the linear dynamic range in measurements by two orders of magnitude at the upper concentration range (see right graph of Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Linear fit of this dataset shows a clear correlation of the labeled and unlabeled nucleosides, even in the range of saturation (*R*^2^ = 0.999). The slope is henceforth used as the relative response factor for nucleosides (rRFN) that relates the signal of a nucleosides to its injected amount using the signal of its ^13^C-isotopomer in the SIL-IS, as is illustrated in Equation [(1)](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Respective rRFN values for all nucleosides are shown in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. These values now allow calculation of the absolute amount of any of the modified nucleosides in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} from a sample that has been supplemented with a defined amount of SIL-IS before analysis. Importantly, thus calculated values for absolute amounts are not affected by instrumental or by sample parameters anymore. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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###### Relative response factors (rRFN)

  Modified nucleoside      rRFN (pmol^−1^)   RSD^a^ (%)
  ------------------------ ----------------- ------------
  Cytidines                                  
  2′-O-Methylcytidine      0.00540           3.04
  5-Methylcytidine         0.62794           2.36
  Uridines                                   
  Pseudouridine            0,00022           1.51
  5-Methyluridine          0.00038           1.90
  Guanosines                                 
  7-Methylguanosine        0.00021           3.06
  2′-O-methylguanosine     0.00179           1.53
  Adenosines                                 
  *N6*-Methyladenosine     0.01929           1.71
  2′*-*O-methyladenosine   0.04538           1.69
  *N6*-dimethyladenosine   0.89325           3.63
  Inosine                  0.00793           0.81

Factors are valid in the range of 1 fmol--100 pmol (exception m^6^A: 1 fmol--10 pmol).

^a^The RSD values were obtained over a 12-week period and are identical to those shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

UV-based quantification is necessary to determine the amount of injected RNA {#SEC3-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the most sought after and exigent form of quantification is the determination of modification yields, e.g. the fraction of modified nucleoside in relation to the parent nucleoside. To this end, it is necessary to correlate the absolute amount of detected modified ribonucleoside to the absolute amount of injected sample. However, MS/MS quantification of the major nucleosides is problematic, since their frequency typically exceeds that of modified nucleosides by at least two orders of magnitude. Consequently, their MS signal typically reaches the saturation zone (compare gray area in Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and thus leads to overestimation of the modification yield. UV detection at 254 nm offers a good solution to this problem, since saturation of the UV absorption occurs only at concentrations, which are at least three orders of magnitude higher. By performing calibration measurements for cytidine, uridine, guanosine and adenosine, UV response factors (UVF) were obtained, which essentially reflect the UV-extinction coefficient *ϵ*^254^, and which relate the UV signal to absolute amounts of major nucleosides. Care must be exercised when subtracting the UV signal contributed by the SIL-IS. Typical modification yields are reported in % modification of parent nucleoside (e.g. %m^5^C of C ([@B21])) when mixtures of unknown sequence and composition are analyzed. However, for samples with a defined sequence, it is of interest to express the modification yield in mol% keeping an eye on the number of presumed modification sites and the degree of their occupancy. This is simply a normalization of the above percentage to the number of parent nucleosides in the known sequence. Interestingly, in the process of several such analyses, we noticed that normalization to the guanosine UV signal resulted in the most stable results (not shown). Although we have no explanation at this point, we suggest the guanosine-based calculation based on our experiences. Given a defined RNA sequence, the yield can be backtracked and expressed in mol% also for non-guanosine parent nucleosides. An example is given in the following section.

Application to an *in vitro* assay for pseudouridine formation {#SEC3-5}
--------------------------------------------------------------

An application of the newly established SIL-IS approach is demonstrated in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Our example reflects a typical *in vitro* assay, where an *S. cerevisiae* tRNA^Phe^ transcript was incubated with the pseudouridine synthase TruB, which is responsible for uridine to pseudouridine (Ψ) isomerization at position 55 of the tRNA ([@B34]). The sample was digested, supplemented with 10% of SIL-IS, and analyzed. The MS/MS traces of ^13^C Ψ and unlabeled Ψ were used to calculate the NIF. The NIF was then divided by the rRFN (from the calibration database) and revealed an absolute amount of ∼13 pmol Ψ in the sample. To assess the amount of RNA in the injected sample fraction, the UV chromatogram recorded at 254 nm was used. The peak for guanosine was integrated and the SIL-IS guanosine peak subtracted to give the UV area of the sample guanosine. The sample UV area was then correlated with the UV-response factor of guanosine, UVF(G), and the numbers of guanosines in the sample tRNA (23G). From these calculations, the amount of injected RNA was determined to be 13.2 pmol. A direct correlation of Ψ to RNA indicated a modification efficiency of 99.8%. The workflow including calculation steps is depicted in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S1. For independent verification, an aliquot of the sample was supplemented with 100 fmol Ψ. Analysis of the spiked sample revealed a turnover of 101% which is in the range of the 2% standard deviation of the Ψ − rRFN. The complete data processing of the spiked and unspiked sample using all major nucleosides yielded similar turnover efficiencies (for details see the Supplementary information).

![Determination of TruB turnover completeness. *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* tRNA^Phe^ transcript was incubated with TruB, digested and SIL-IS added to determine the absolute amount of pseudouridine formed. For analysis, the MS/MS traces were used to calculate the amount of injected pseudouridine in the sample. These results were compared to the amount of injected RNA, which is received by analysis of the UV chromatogram at 254 nm. Thereby, a turnover efficiency of 99.8% was found for TruB/*S.cerevisiae* tRNA^Phe^. Numeric details and a flow chart are given in Supplementary Table S2 and Supplementary Figure S1.](gku733fig3){#F3}

Comparison of relative and absolute quantification {#SEC3-6}
--------------------------------------------------

The example analysis above demonstrates the accuracy of our established internal standard for a single modified nucleoside. In an additional study, we have used our approach to compare the levels of several modifications of two ribosomal RNA fragments derived from two different *S. cerevisiae* strains (WT1 and WT2 ([@B13])) both in a relative and in an absolute quantification. The relative quantification in Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows significantly increased levels in Am and decreased levels for Gm, I, m^6^~2~A and m^6^A in WT1 samples compared to WT2, while pseudouridine and Cm seem to have similar modification levels. The absolute quantification results in Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} reveals that the rRNA fragment does not contain I, m^6^~2~A and m^6^A in stoichiometrically relevant numbers and therefore the fold changes for I, m^6^~2~A and m^6^A are an artifact arising from background noise. However, for Am the increase in the fold-change value is clearly relevant ([@B13]) as the modification level for WT1 is nearly 68%. This comparative analysis also reveals higher Gm levels in the WT2 rRNA fragment, which makes it an interesting target for further analysis in future studies. The present results demonstrate the importance of absolute quantification as a tool to evaluate the numbers received by relative quantification and asses the significance of such fold changes.

![Relative and absolute quantifications of ribosomal RNA modifications. (**A**) Relative quantification displayed as fold changes for several modified nucleosides. The fold changes are the ratio of the modification level of rRNA fragments from WT1 and WT2. Fold changes \<1 indicate higher levels in WT2 whereas fold changes \>1 indicate higher modification levels in WT1. (**B**) Absolute modification of modified nucleosides from the same analysis using rRFN values. Am, Gm and Ψ are present in stoichiometrically relevant numbers whereas Cm, I, m^6^~2~A and m^6^A are only present in traces.](gku733fig4){#F4}

Reproducibility of relative response factors over 12 weeks {#SEC3-7}
----------------------------------------------------------

To assess the capability of thus established rRFN values to equalize fluctuations of instrumental parameters occurring on a larger timeframe, we analyzed the aforementioned calibration solutions after 1, 2, 4, 10 and 12 consecutive weeks, during which the instrument was used for routine analysis of other nucleoside samples. rRFN values were established at these time points and compared to the uncorrected MS/MS signal. The variations of the latter, as plotted in Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} for the example of Am, were subject to strong fluctuations of instrumental parameters which culminate in an RSD of 24%, while the corresponding fluctuations of the rRFN are \<2%. Thus, as expected, detection of both the unlabeled and the corresponding isotopomer is strongly influenced by instrumental parameters, resulting in the MS signal fluctuations. These fluctuations are very efficiently equalized by the usage of the nucleoside--isotope ratio for all examined modifications. Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the RSD for all analyzed modified nucleosides. While the RSD ranges from a minimum of 14 to 56% for the MS signal fluctuation, RSD values for the rRFN are all \<4%, and, with three exceptions (Cm, m^6^~2~A and m^7^G) even \<2%. We conclude that establishing an rRFN allows quantification of samples by normalizing them to the SIL-IS, even for measurements effected at large time intervals.

![Reproducibility of rRFN values over 12 weeks. Relative standard deviations (RSDs) in % for the MS/MS signal and the isotope normalized signal of 2'-O-methyladenosine (Am) over a period of 12 weeks. (**A**) MS/MS abundance of constant amounts and average abundance with RSD. (**B**) Relative response factor (rRFN) of Am obtained by the measurements shown in (A). (**C**) RSD of MS/MS signal and rRFN for 10 modified ribonucleosides after 12 weeks. In black, the RSD in % of the MS abundance without ^13^C SIL-IS-based correction is shown. RSDs of the respective rRFN are in green.](gku733fig5){#F5}

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION {#SEC4}
======================

By feeding ^13^C-labeled glucose to *E. coli* and thus exploiting the parallel biosynthesis of a plethora of modified nucleosides, we have circumvented chemical synthesis of individual isotopomers and generated an SIL-IS in the very short turnaround time of a few days. In comparison to a ^15^N SIL-IS, which we have generated simultaneously ([@B20]), the ^13^C-isotopomers yielded better signal separation between unlabeled sample and SIL-IS because of the higher number of carbon atoms in nucleosides compared to nitrogen atoms. We have eschewed the use of deuterium-labeled compounds, since the long-term stability against proton exchange in aqueous solution is poorly understood. Of particular importance, the ^13^C-SIL-IS is suitable for relative quantification of two (or more) samples without further calibration, because it reliably reports the relative amounts of analyte and standard for each given modification in each sample. By normalizing signals to the SIL-IS, the variability related to sample, instrumental and physicochemical parameters were equalized, and therefore the critical parameter rRFN, once determined in a calibration run, is stable for several months.

An application to a typical *in vitro* biochemical assay was demonstrated. Such assays were typically performed by TLC analysis of a nucleotide digest of RNA transcripts prelabeled by *in vitro* transcription in the presence of α-^32^P-UTP ([@B39]). Such protocols are very demanding in terms of turnaround and hands-on time, and thus LC--MS-based quantification using our SIL-IS presents an attractive alternative of similar sensitivity. In comparison to spike-in calibration, our method presents several significant advantages, in particular that the calibration measurements can be performed independently of the actual measurements. Also, our method consumes a lot less material, since spike-in calibration requires sample for every calibration point, unless one-point calibrations are used, which in turn sacrifices accuracy. A further application example highlights the advantages of performing an absolute quantification in addition to solely determining the relative modification of two samples. Here, the absolute quantification identified artifacts resulting from forming the ration of two values near the background level. However, elimination of such artifacts should also be feasible without absolute quantification, simply by determining standard deviations of multiple biological replicates.

By application of the SIL-IS, a remarkable reduction of the RSD to \<4%, measured over a period of 3 months was achieved. Determination of absolute amounts of modifications can be performed with LOQs in the single-digit femtomole range. It requires a more sophisticated combination of external calibration, validation and spike-in methods, and a somewhat complex series of calculations to eliminate the detrimental influence of a maximum number of parameters. Obviously, with each new batch, preparation of SIL-IS calibration has to be repeated, and it is therefore meaningful to prepare it on a large scale. In this respect, it is important to keep in mind that certain modifications appear to be unstable when unfrozen (data not shown). Of the parameters that may negatively affect quantification, sample contaminations with unknown substances that cause signal depression are currently the most pressing problem. Indeed, we have encountered many analytical problems in the recent past, where such contaminations made accurate assessment of the modification content critically dependent on the application of this SIL-IS.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA {#SEC5}
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gku733/-/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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